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appalling." Thus, the draft says, it-k "an Onac^plabfe,
moral risk to initiate nuclear warm any. "

By Jim Lackey
Washington (NC) — The second draft of a proposed
pastoral letter on war and peace by the U.S. bishops shows
there is continued disagreement between the Reagan
administration and the committee drafting the letter over
some basie issues in U.S. weapons policy.
After the first draft was issued several months ago, two
top defense officials strongly criticized several aspects of
the pastoral, including its elimination of deterrence and its
views on the "flexible response" policy employed by the
NATO.

•

Another criticism of Weinberger and Clark ofjtrie first.
draft was its examination of the policy of deterrence. JBoth
officials Seized on a passagS«!Sal]jng'the policy "marginally
jp^fiabte"ahdOTticized the; drafters of the pastoral for
notjecbigmzihg Wfiaf they-Wed the Soviet advantage ift
nuclear-weapons. . '/" .
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The disagreement, it must be noted, it not just with the
current administration. Past U.S. governments, led by both
Democrats and Republicans, have endorsed the flexible
response option in Europe, which calls for meeting Soviet
aggression with a continuum of options, including possible
first use of nuclear weapons in a limited response.

bishops say, lest the United States be guilty of firing the
first shot in a nuclear conflagration.
The administration's criticism of the first draft came
from both Defense Secretary Caspar W. Weinberger and
from the president's national security adviser. William P.
Clark. They said a U.S. decision to renounce first-strike
capability and to abandon the flexible response policy in
Europe would be dangerous for the Western alliance.
According to Weinberger, abandoning a first-strike
capability would give the Soviet Union and its allies reason
to believe that there would be an acceptable risk in making
a conventional attack on Western Europe.' "Indeed," he
said, "confidence that the NATO alliance would not
respond with nuclear weapons would permit the Soviet
Union to concentrate'its forces in a way that would make
victory in a conventional war achievable."

The bishops' draft, though, clearly states that such a
continuum is morally indefensible and a dangerous option
that could lead to an escalating nuclear crisis. Conventional force must be met with conventional force, the

But the-second draft of the bishops' letter reiterates the
first view. It says there is only a "remote" chance that the
use of nuclear weapons could be kept limited while "the
consequences of escalation to mass destruction would be

If anything, though, the second draft, rather than
moving closer to the administration, contrasts even more
sharply with current defense policy. For example, while
.both drafts question the possibility of an extremely limited
nuclear exchange between military forces, the second
version goesjurther in raising questions challenging any •
presumption that such an exchange indeed could remain
limited.
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t h e second draft no longer characterizes possession of.
nuclear weapons for deterrence purposes as marginally
justifiable but still questions some aspects of current
deterrence policy. It recommends support for the bilateral
nuclear freeze — strongly opposed by the Reagan administration — and says that "sufficiency," not
"superiority," should be the guide to, nuclear weapons
policy.
Both Weinberger and Clark also faulted the bishops'
draft for not calling attention to Reagan's arms control
initiatives in the past year. Clark wrqte several sentences
recapping Reagan's proposals for both strategic and intermediate rangft,warhead,reductionsaridsaid!such!' •
proposals "clearly conform with many of the most basic
concerns and hopes of the letter's drafters:'' .
Weinberger_also contended that the "aging and
vulnerable" U.Si systems need modernization. The new
draft of the pastoral letter, though, condemns "the addition of weapons which are likely to invite attack and
therefore give credence to the concept that the United
States seeks a first strike." It adds that the MX missile
might be an example of such a weapon.
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tactics, although at the
meeting the pope urged the
PLO leader: ?:io abandon:
violence .and to recognize
Israel's existence as a state.
In June, in the midst; of
Israel's invasion of Lebanon,
the pope offered to go to
Lebanon if it would help the
cause of peace.

Pope John Paul II seems
intent on/carrying out what
his OCL 22. 1978: "inaugural
address" proclaimed as his
mission; "To open to the
. saving power of Christ the
boundaries of
states.
• economic ; and political
systems, the vast fields ofculture, Jof civilization, of
development."
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